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Learning PHP, MySQL, JavaScript, CSS & HTML5: A Step-by-Step Guide to Creating Dynamic WebsitesO'Reilly, 2014

	The 3rd edition of the best-selling introduction to using PHP & MySQL to create dynamic, interactive websites - also includes coverage of JavaScript, CSS, and HTML5.

	

	Learn how to build interactive, data-driven websites--even if you don't have any previous programming experience. If you know how to build...
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Professional WordPress: Design and DevelopmentWrox Press, 2013

	The highly praised resource returns with updated content, examples, and code downloads


	WordPress is the most popular self-hosted open source website software in use today, and the latest version makes it even simpler to operate. Packed with real-world examples for load balancing and multiusers, this esteemed resource...
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Beginning HTML5 and CSS3 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Your full-color, friendly guide to getting started with HTML5 and CSS3!


	HTML and CSS are essential tools for creating dynamic websites and help make your websites even more effective and unique. This friendly-but-straightforward guide gets you started with the basics of the latest versions of HTML and CSS: HTML5 and CSS3....
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Pro Android Web Apps: Develop for Android using HTML5, CSS3 & JavaScriptApress, 2011

	Developing applications for Android and other mobile devices using web technologies is now well within reach. When the capabilities of HTML5 are combined with CSS3 and JavaScript, web application developers have an opportunity to develop compelling mobile applications using familiar tools. Not only is it possible to build mobile web apps that...
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Beginning HTML5 and CSS3: The Web EvolvedApress, 2012

	Beginning HTML5 and CSS3 is your introduction to the new features and elements of HTML5—as a web developer you'll learn about all the leaner, cleaner, and more efficient code available now with HTML5, along with some new tools that will allow you to create more meaningful and richer content. For everyone involved in web...
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iAd Production Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Think of an iAd as a micro-app contained within an app, on a user's iPhone or iPad, that

	they've downloaded from the App Store. When the user taps your advert's banner, it bursts

	into life, filling the entire screen of their device.





	iAd Beginner's Guide takes you from start to finish of building rich,...
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Sass and Compass in ActionManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Sass and Compass in Action is the definitive guide to stylesheet authoring using these two revolutionary tools. Written for both designers and developers, this book demonstrates the power of both Sass and Compass through a series of examples that address common pain points associated with...
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HTML5 and CSS3 Transition, Transformation, and Animation (Open Source)Packt Publishing, 2013

	A handy guide to understanding Microdata, the new JavaScript APIs, and the new form elements in HTML5 and CSS3 along with transition, transformation, and animation using lucid code samples


	Overview

	
		Discover the semantics of HTML5 and Microdata
	
		Understand the concept of the CSS3 Flexible Box...
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HTML5: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2011

	
		At first glance, you might assume that HTML5 is the fifth version of the
		HTML web-page-writing language. But the real story is a whole lot messier.

	
		HTML5 is a rebel. It was dreamt up by a loose group of freethinkers who
		weren’t in charge of the official HTML standard. It allows page-writing practices
		that...
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The CSS3 Anthology: Take Your Sites to New HeightsSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2012

	
	
		When SitePoint asked me to write the fourth edition of this book, I initially thought
	
		it would take the same format of other editions—adding new techniques, removing
	
		content that had become outdated, and updating solutions to a more modern approach.
	
		As I started to work through the table of contents, however,...
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Learning HTML5 by Creating Fun GamesPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learning should be fun, especially when it comes to getting to grips with HTML5. Each chapter of this book teaches a new concept of HTML5 by helping you develop a relevant game. It’s education without the effort.


	Overview

	
		Learn the basics of this emerging technology and have fun doing it
	...
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Professional ASP.NET 4.5 in C# and VBWrox Press, 2013

	The all-new approach for experienced ASP.NET professionals!


	ASP.NET is Microsoft's technology for building dynamically generated web pages from database content. Originally introduced in 2002, ASP.NET has undergone many changes in multiple versions and iterations as developers have gained a decade of experience with this...
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